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Abstract

In both active and passive network Internet measurements, the IP packet has a number of important
header fields that have played key roles in past measurement efforts, e.g., IP source/destination address,
protocol, TTL, port, and sequence number/acknowledgment. The 16-bit identification field (IPID) has
only recently been studied to determine what information it might yield for network measurement and
performance characterization purposes. We explore several new uses of the IPID field, including how it
can be used to infer: (a) the amount of internal (local) traffic generated by a server; (b) the number of
servers in a large-scale, load-balanced server complex and; (c) the difference between one-way delays
of two machines to a target computer. We illustrate and validate the use of these techniques through
empirical measurement studies.
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1 Introduction

In both active and passive network Internet measurements, the fundamental unit of measurement - the IP

packet - includes a number of important header fields that have played key roles in past measurement efforts:

IP source/destination address, protocol, TTL, port, and sequence number/acknowledgment. The 16-bit iden-

tification field (referred to here as the IPID field) has only recently been used to determine what information

it might yield for network measurement and performance characterization purposes [1, 4, 7, 9, 5]. In this

paper, we explore several new uses of the IPID field, including how it can be used to infer: (a) the amount of

internal (local) traffic generated by a server; (b) the number of servers in a large-scale, load-balanced server

complex and; (c) the difference between one-way delays of two machines to a target computer. We illustrate

and validate the use of these techniques through empirical measurement studies.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In the following section we classify and discuss past

work that has examined the use of the IPID field, and place our current work in this context. In Section 3,

we describe a technique to infer the amount of a host’s traffic that remains internal to its local network, and

the complement amount of traffic that passes through a measured gateway link. In Section 4, we describe

a technique to identify the number of load-balancing servers behind a single IP address. In Section 5, we

introduce a technique to infer the difference between one-way delays. Section 6 concludes this paper with a

discussion of future work.

2 Uses of the IPID field

We begin with a brief description of the IPID field and the generation of IPID values, and then classify

previous measurement work, as well as our current efforts, into three categories based on their use of the

IPID field.

The 16-bit IPID field carries a copy of the current value of a counter in a host’s IP stack. Many commer-

cial operating systems (including various versions of Windows and Linux versions 2.2 and earlier) imple-

ment this counter as a global counter. That is, the host maintains asingleIPID counter that is incremented

(modulo216) whenever a new IP packet is generated and sent. Other operating systems implement the IPID

counter as a per-flow counter (as is done in the current version of Linux), as a random number, or as a

constant, e.g., with a value of0 ([1]).
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2.1 Global IPID

In this paper, we only consider hosts that use a singleglobalcounter to determine the IPID value in a packet.

To infer whether a host implements a global IPID counter, we probe the host from two different machines by

sending http requests. IPID values in the packets returned from the host can be obtained by running tcpdump

on the two probing machines separately. If the host uses a global IPID counter, these replying IPID values

will belong to a unique sequence. By synchronizing the two probing machines, we are able to compare the

replying IPID values, as presented in Figure 1. This figure clearly shows that the IPID values of the packets

returned to the two probing machines belong to a unique sequence, and consequently, we can infer that this

host uses a global IPID counter.
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Figure 1: IPID values returned from a global-IPID host.

Instead, if the host does not implement a global IPID counter we obtain a different result. Figure 2 shows

the result of a host implementing the IPID counter as a per-flow counter. The IPID values of the replying

packets to the two different probing machines consist of two independent sequences, each corresponding

to one probing machine. Note that the slopes of these two sequences are different because of the different

speeds of the probing packets sent from the probing machines.

Using this process, we probed the web-servers of the top 50 companies ranked byFortunemagazine [?]

and found that 18 (36%) of them have a global IPID counter. Among the top 101 web sites ranked byPC

Magazine[?], 40 of these web sites were found to have a global IPID counter.
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Figure 2: IPID values returned from a non-global-IPID host.

2.2 Classifications of using IPID fields

We can broadly classify previous efforts, as well as our current efforts, using IPID sequences into three

categories:

Application 1: Measuring traffic activity. Suppose that we observe a subset of the packets generated

by a server, and consider the(i − 1)-st andi-th observed packets. LetT (i) denote the timestamp of the

i-th packet and∆IPID(i) the difference between the IPID values of the(i− 1)-st andi-th packets1. In this

case,
∑n

i=1 ∆IPID(i) represents the number of packets sent by this server in the interval(T (1), T (n)). The

use of IPID values to infer the total amount of outgoing server traffic is noted in [5]. We additionally note

that, for stub networks with a single outbound connection, this also allows us to infer the relative amount

of traffic sent to destinations within the network, and to destinations outside of the network. From this

single measurement point, we can thus infer one aspect (local/remote) of the spatial distribution of traffic

destinations. We consider this approach in Section 3.

Application 2: Clustering of sources. These applications make use of the fact that different hosts

have independent (and thus generally different) IPID values, and that IPID values are incremented for each

outgoing IP packet sent by a host. We denote the difference in the values of the IPID field of two successively

observed packets as∆IPID. Thus, if we observe two packets generated by the same host within a “short”

interval of time, we will generally observe a small∆IPID value. By identifying small∆IPID values among

1We may obtain a negative value for∆IPID(i) due to wrap-around. We address this problem later in this paper.
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a set of IP packets that were generated within a short interval of time from multiple sources, it is then often

possible to identify packets coming from the same source. It is important to note that IPID-based source-

identification is thus possible without actually examining the source IP address, which itself may have been

aliased. Router alias detection [9], host alias detection and load-balanced multiplexed-server counting [5],

and NATed host counting [1] all exploit this observation. Our work in Section 4 builds on initial suggestions

in [5] by considering a specific algorithm for identifying the number of servers behind a load-balancer using

only observed IPID values.

Application 3: Identifying packet loss, duplication and arrival order. Since a packet generated later

in time by a host will carry a larger IPID (modulo216) than a packet generated earlier in time by that host,

it is possible (after solving the wrap-around problem) to determine the order in which packets are generated

by a host. Previous work on detecting packet reordering and loss between a probing host and a router [7] and

duplicate packet-detection and re-ordering at a passive monitor [6] exploit this observation. In Section 5, we

use the fact that the IPID value of a packet generated in response to a received packet indicates the order in

which received packets arrived to develop a new approach for inferring the absolute differences in one-way

delays between a set of machines and a target host.

Several technical challenges must be met when using IPIDs in measurement studies. The most impor-

tant regards wrap-around between two consecutively observed packets from the same source. Correction

is easy if we know that only a single wrap-around has occurred. With active probing techniques (where

the measurement point sends active probes to a host and observes the IPID of the returned packet), mul-

tiple wrap-arounds can be avoided by choosing an appropriate probing interval. In a passive monitoring

framework, a more sophisticated method is needed to deal with multiple wrap-arounds, as discussed in the

following section.

3 Outbound traffic from a server

In this section, we present a simple technique for measuring the outbound traffic from a server (i.e., the

number of packets sent by a server) by passively observing the IPIDs of packets generated by that server

at a gateway. The use of active probes to infer the total amount of outgoing server traffic was suggested in

[5]. Passive measurement avoids the overhead of active probing, and the attention that active probing may

bring (indeed, several of our active probing experiments resulted in our measurement machines being black-
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listed at a number of sites!). We will see shortly, however that it is valuable to augment passive probing by

occasionally sending active probes in order to handle IPID wrap-around.

Suppose that, at a gateway, we observe a subset of the packets generated by a server, and consider the

(i− 1)-st andi-th packets observed. LetT (i) denote the timestamp ofi-th packet and∆IPID(i) denote the

difference between the IPID values of the(i−1)-st andi-th packets. In this case,
∑n

i=1 ∆IPID(i) represents

the total number of packets sent by this server during the interval(T (1), T (n)). Furthermore, if the server

accesses the larger Internet only through this gateway, we know that all other packets generated between the

(i − 1)-st andi-th observed packets must have been sent to destinations within the network - providing an

easy means to determine the amount of network-internal traffic being generated by a server.

We performed experiments on several popular web servers in our campus. One result is plotted in

Figure 3. Since we could not instrument the server, we validated our measurements using periodic active

probes. As shown in Figure 3, this result is consistent with that obtained using active probes. Figure 4 shows

the amount of network-internal traffic from the server as determined by our proposed passive approach.
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Figure 3: Comparison between passively measured and actively measured outbound traffic from a server

With a purely passive approach to measuring server activity, it can be difficult to detect IPID wrap-

around if the amount of traffic observed at the monitor point is very small compared to the amount of

network-internal traffic generated by the server. Indeed, in our experiments, we observed popular web

servers in our campus that did not serve clients outside of our campus for long periods of time. To solve

this problem, we adopt ahybrid approach in which adaptively-activated active measurement is used to

supplement passive measurement. Specifically, we use an Exponential Weighted Moving Average (EWMA)
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Figure 4: Amount of network-internal traffic from a server

to estimate the rate of IPID increase. Using this estimate, we can then estimate the next IPID wrap-around

time, T ∗(msec), and start a timer with that value. Whenever we observe a new packet before this timer

expires, we reset the timer based on the current estimated IPID rate. If the timer expires, we launch an active

probe and reset the timer. We are currently performing additional work to evaluate this hybrid approach.

4 Inferring number of load-balancing servers

If each load-balancing server behind a single IP address has an independent global IPID counter, packets

generated by one server have a sequence of IPID values that differs from those generated by a different

server. As discussed below, using these observed IPID values, we can classify the packets into distinct

sequences, with the number of distinct sequences being an estimate for the number of servers. Figure 5

shows the observed IPID values of the packets generated from a large commercial web server in response to

the 5000 probing packets we sent to the server.

We next describe an algorithm to classify the packet IPID sequences. Let{I1, I2, . . . , I5000} be the set of

IPIDs shown in Figure 5 andS the set of distinct sequences. Initially,S = ∅. The first IPIDI1 is appended

to sequenceS1 (namely,S1 = {I1}) andS = S ∪ {S1}. For each following IPIDIj (2 ≤ j ≤ 5000),

Ij is compared to the tail element of all sequences inS. If the difference betweenIj and all of the tail

elements is larger than a thresholdT , a new sequenceS|S|+1 is created andS|S|+1 = {Ij}. Additionally,

S = S ∪{S|S|+1}. Otherwise,Ij is appended to the sequence whose tail element has the smallest difference
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Figure 5: IPIDs of the packets returned from the web server

with Ij . GivenT , the algorithm returns the number of sequences, i.e.,|S|, and the corresponding sequence

sizes, i.e., the number of packets in each sequence.

Our algorithm will return a different number of sequences of different sizes for different values ofT .

Ideally, the sequence sizes should be equal, with probing packets being forwarded at equal rates to the

servers. In practice, however, these rates are close but not equal, due to the mixing of probing packets with

other traffic. For this experiment the interval between two successive probing packets was set to 3ms to

minimize these effects.

To determine an appropriateT , we introduce two parameters: load balancing factor (LBF) and coeffi-

cient of variation (CV) of sequence size. We define LBFT as LBFT = Pmin/Pmax, wherePmin (resp.Pmax)

is the number of packets in the smallest (resp. largest) sequence returned by the algorithm with a givenT .

Ideally, for a well balanced server, an appropriateT should produce a LBFT very close to 1. The second

parameter, CVT , is defined as CVT = σT /µT , whereσT andµT are the standard deviation and the mean of

the sequence sizes respectively for a givenT . Intuitively, an appropriateT results in a small CVT .

Figure 6 shows LBFT , CVT and the number of sequences as a function ofT . A T is appropriate

when LBFT achieves the maximum and CVT achieves the minimum. The figure indicates that aT ≈ 4000

is appropriate, resulting in 30 sequences. That is, we estimate that the web server has 30 load-balancing

servers. Table 1 shows the numbers of packets in these 30 sequences.

Based on this value ofT , the algorithm described above divides the IPID values shown in Figure 5

into 30 sequences. We plot these 30 sequences in different colors in Figure 7 where wraparounds of each
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Figure 6: Number of sequences, LBFT and CVT vs. T

162, 165, 180, 155, 156, 131, 188, 136, 178, 186
170, 162, 167, 228, 208, 193, 158, 177, 144, 169
145, 145, 168, 192, 177, 124, 173, 129, 202, 132

Table 1: Number of packets in classified sequences.

sequence were removed by adding 64K to the values so that every sequence is always monotonically in-

creasing. We observe that the slopes of all of these 30 sequences are almost the same, which suggests that

each load-balancing server receives a comparative number of probing packets.
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Figure 7: IPID sequences of the load-balancing servers of a commercial web-server.
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5 Inferring one-way delay differences

In this section, we present a simple technique that uses the IPID field to infer the differences in one-way

delays from a set of GPS-synchronized probing sources to an “IPID order capable” destination target. By

“IPID order capable” we mean that the destination has a global IPID counter and that wrap-arounds can be

detected. Importantly, we donot require the destination to be GPS-synchronized. Such delay differences

can be used to infer shared path segments using recently developed network tomograpic techniques [8, 2, 3].

In addition, if one of the sources is able to determine (or accurately estimate) the absolute magnitude of its

one-way delay to the destination, then all other nodes can determine the absolute values of their one-way

delays as well. Knowledge of one-way delay can be valuable in many circumstances.

[8] presents a methodology for estimating one-way delay differences from non GPS-synchronized (or

coarsely synchronized) sources to common destinations using a semi-randomized probing strategy and the

packet arrival ordering collected at destinations. Given GPS-synchronized source clocks, the deterministic

probing strategy we study is considerably simpler. As in [8], the key idea is for sources to send probes (e.g.,

ICMP echo packets) to a remote host, and use the observed arrival ordering to infer path characteristics. Our

approach differs from [8] in the way we obtain arrival order information. In [8] all destination machines

must be instrumented. Using IPID, we are able to obtain the packet arrival orders without instrumenting any

destination machine. In the following, we consider only two source nodes; the approach easily generalizes

to the case of additional source nodes.

Our goal is to infer the one-way delay difference from two GPS-synchronized sourcesA andB to a

destinationD, i.e., the difference between path delaysdAD anddBD. Consider two packetsp1 andp2 sent

from A andB to D at the same time. Ifp1 arrives beforep2, the IPID,I1, of the packet returned byD in

response top1 will be smaller (modulo216) than the IPID,I2, of the packet responding top2.

We exploit this ordering of returned IPID values as follows. As illustrated in Figure 8,A andB begin

simultaneously probingD using different probing intervalsδA andδB, respectively. ThenA-th packet sent

from A arrives atD between the(nB − 1)-st packet and thenB-th packet sent fromB. If the delay does not

change significantly during the measurement interval, we have:

dBD + (nB − 1)δB ≤ dAD + nAδA ≤ dBD + nBδB

⇒ (nB − 1)δB − nAδA ≤ dAD − dBD ≤ nBδB − nAδA

Note that the difference between the upper- and lower-bounds depends onδB. Thus by reducingδB, we can
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Figure 8: Arriving orders of packets

improve the accuracy of the inferred delay differencedAD − dBD. We conjecture that we can extend these

techniques to handle the case of varying delays during the measurement interval as well.

We have validated the approach in a simple test scenario. In our experiments we sendICMP echo

packets from source machineA (at Unifacs, a university in Brazil) andB (a machine at the University of

Minnesota) to a destination machineD at the University of Massachusetts. MachineA sends one packet

per second and machineB sends one packet every 3ms. Our measurements indicate that the IPID-inferred

delay difference, namely,dAD − dBD, is around 230ms. We also send probes fromA andB to a GPS-

equipped machine,D′, at the University of Massachusetts that was close toD. Based on the recorded data

on D′, we can measuredAD − dBD. Figure 9 shows the difference of the measured values and the IPID-

inferred values as a function of time. From the figure, one can see that the inferred values are very close

to the measured values. Furthermore, it should be noticed that most of the differences are within 3ms for

δB = 3ms. Figure 10 shows the relative error of the IPID-inferred values (I) to the measured values (M ),

where the relative error is defined as (I −M)/M .

Table 2: Statistical results for several one-way delay inference experiments.
Experiment Time of Mean of Standard deviation Mean of measured

ID day (EST)1 error2 (ms) of error,σ (ms) values,M̄ (ms) σ/M̄

1 2004-10-14 11pm 2.02 9.73 232.17 0.042
2 2005-01-14 9pm 3.37 18.57 354.49 0.052
3 2005-01-15 6am 3.53 22.27 361.14 0.062
4 2005-01-17 2pm 11.44 23.16 356.24 0.065
5 2005-01-17 5pm 9.53 20.38 361.11 0.056

1:The beginning time when an experiment was conducted.
2: error=|I −M |.
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Figure 9: Difference of IPID inferreddAD − dBD and measureddAD − dBD.
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Figure 10: Difference of IPID inferreddAD − dBD and measureddAD − dBD.

Statistical results from the experiment shown in Figure 9 are presented in the first line of Table 2, which

includes the results of four other experiments. This table contains a broad set of experimental scenarios. We

run experiment 2 and 3 withδB = 4ms (Figure 8). Experiments 4 and 5 also usedδB = 4ms but during the

busiest traffic hours. From the results we can see that during the busiest hours the one-way delay inference

error becomes larger. This effect is due to the higher inter-packet jitter in our measures. Figure 11 depicts

how higher jitters affect inter-arrival times ofA andB packets atD (Figure 8). A packet fromA is more

likely to arrive between packetsB1 andB2 than between packetsB2 andB3. Thus the probability that

packets fromA will arrive between two given consecutiveB packets increases with the jitter delay value.

This problem could be ameliorated by sending twoA packets with smaller sending intervals, i.e., a pair of

A packets. These pairs can eliminate samples where both packets in a pair arrived between two identicalB
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packets (Figure 11(b)). Samples where two packets of a pair interleaved with twoB packets (Figure 11(c))

will produce more accurate inferences.

B packets

B1 B2 B3

A packets

B packets

B1 B2 B3

A packets

B packets

B1 B2 B3

A packets

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 11: Jitter examples.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we explored several uses of the IPID field for inferring network path and end-system charac-

teristics. We classified previous IPID-related measurement efforts into three general application areas, and

showed that, by using the IPID field, it is possible to infer: (a) the amount of internal (local) traffic generated

by a server; (b) the number of servers in a large-scale, load-balanced server complex and; (c) the difference

between one-way delays of two machines to a target computer. We illustrated and validated the use of these

techniques through empirical measurement studies.

As with previous measurement techniques exploiting other packet header fields, header fields (such as

the TTL and IPID fields) can be exploited for measurement purposes not initially envisioned in the design

of IP. We hope that our work will add to the toolkit of network measurement techniques. We also hope that

future measurement studies can build on this work, and that additional clever ways will be found to exploit

the IPID field for measurement purposes.
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